
trips, or better my videos and he showed him the great images of his trips to a Greek island and to the Italian Alps, the really high ones. Now I am seating on the commuter train, the intermittent
Odissey commence once again, and it is super packed with all sort of people for a broken rail. Soon home and I wonder what surprises awaits me, will the tax office give me back any money or
demand from me? Has Lamin picked his stuff in the cellar and dropped the keys without problems nor revenges? Will I have Internet at last and will that cause me much distractions and even
addictions? I decided however to take it easy although I was in fact looking for a bike but the Scandinavian weather...  

I have worked intensively today in my studio feeling quite good about the fact that I am turning everything so functional and productive, in other words it works! It is very comfortable, seating
on the chair, editing with all my equipment at hand. I have even got to the university to get my books from the little office, I am thinking of giving it up if the department can save on it. Everyone
else would not do the same, they would want to leave their dwelling and go elsewhere to work but for me is quite different, as also I have quite much traveling to do as well, both to August, to
Myrthe and not lastly to  For the matter I did spend quite some time today chatting with Myrthe (now the Internet works at home!) to book up our upcoming three months, really
crowded with trips in fact... Berlin, Riga, Venice but also Azerbaijan in December as I was at last accepted to the conference there and I can present my paper on my uncle Rigoni Stern and
Tolstoy. I feel a bit of a Auerbach since these books are all in my head and it would be nice at last to talk about something different that my very project although they are all some sort of
memoirs. I ought to get down writing however! I guess it is this pressure of alternating period of travel with periods of total stillness that get me very much going. I am now cooking, finally some
home made food and a diet I can control... total control and total exposure then I guess... all this being typed in the big virtual window of my stationary computer, over imposed to the green
window of the trees in front of me (larches like in my native mountains among them), and the commuter train cutting across them, a Walden Pond in fact (how much I miss the warm waters of
Walden!).

Today I woke up regularly and really once again intensively went through my project, considering also that I spent all yesterday evening scanning trash and that tonight I will have to scan my
drawings. The set up really works a treat, with the stationary computer I was even able to work out through my essays and include a few images (and those of to be the one I take personally and
for this I am making a small archive of images captured in society like a spy). Late in the morning I was even chatting with Myrthe and she wanted me undressed, having a bit of a sexual
exchange... good enough she keeps me company through as there is such a jungle of pornography hidden behind every page and now that I am really scavenging the net for material, one ought to
keep super strong (looking for a used bike I ended up on a porn site just today). At lunch time I resumed my running outside even though it was raining, but it went well and I gave up running
with a GPS (I am a bit threaten about the health implications of these wireless technologies), and just measured the time of every lap I made on the empty parking lot next door. In the afternoon I
already did some intense work on my project and chatted a bit with Myrtina. After she went home from work I have sawed a wooden table now working as a one person table on the kitchen's
window (I will seat there for my breakfast). I am sort of making this place really efficient, ready almost to use it as my cage, in the event of unemployment (this also considering my “originality”,
quite unsuited for the conservative, Germanic academia). I made some food, cabbage and meat, it is cooking in the haven, meantime now I get ready to scan and watch a movie (possibly
formative so I do to works in one).

I woke up super early today to reach Liselott's place. She had the dentist and I looked after August. I managed to edit a video on Jeremiah Johnson, this now to catch up with my reappropration
of cultural productions since I saw the amazing Accattone yesternight while scanning. I was very impressed by this early Pasolini movie, how well it portrayed a miserable reality which would
have otherwise never come to our attention. Pasolini and Tolstoy, as much as Rigoni Stern and Olmi, are really now my big references (all practitioners, I would not care the least about
exclusively theoreticians). When August woke up I convinced him to go and pick some blueberries in the big forest he has across the street. Amazing how people who have such resources
nearby, barely make use of them. Anyhow, he did not want to stay long there and he sort of cages himself back in but we did manage to have some fun and run around. When Liselott came home
I cooked food for them and I sat out with her, trying to be nice and conversing. We asked about each other parents, she was nice but so terribly slow that I got quite frustrated. She has been in fact
packing her car to set out with August to Legoland and they gave a ride to my apartment. She got in for the first time to use the Internet and keep planning their trip. I felt a bit guilty they have to
go on such long journey alone. Anyhow, meantime Jacek wrote me that his Polish colleague needed an apartment for a month and I offered him mine for the price I wanted (not the little money I
was getting with Lamin). I then quite soon resumed again the construction of the dividing wall in the entrance and worked really intensively sawing wood for hours (the planks I took from under
the loft bed which I replaced with other planks I brought from Liselott place). I also had a nice chat with lovely Myrthe... so nice she is in love with Italy and we can long for it together! I might
skip traveling anywhere else and just concentrate on such holiday paradise (maybe less of a paradise if one is to work there... I mean professionally, but spiritually is just great). The soup is
boiling...

I had a very good start of the day, being most efficient with my work and later even going out training but my watch did not work due to the rain the other day and I did not run. Reluctantly, since
I had so many ideas and willing to do things, I went to Stockholm to meet Mervi and build her website. Shit how much I realize time is precious... whit all the nice work I could have
accomplished today and just thinking of all the work I will still need to do for her, technical help is really a nightmare (Åsmund was right saying that one should only act as consultant). Anyhow,
we sat in the Cultural House, with the city center becoming more and more like an airport, filled with trashy immigrants and all sort of junks amidst the fancy new buildings. I was really
frustrated at first but got my head around it and did at last create a whole website from scratch (nowadays people use ready made blogs). It was actually exciting towards the end to tweak around
and be most fluent in the programming language, I loved it. Too bad no one longer craft website in such way. I then met Jacek for some time but my head was dizzy by then and I must have
sounded quite negative during our little walk. He is just starting his doctorate but in a more creative university in Malmo. On my way back to my little nestle I started feeling quite shit although I
did manage to edit all the video material I had filmed in the past day. Plus Myrthe today is at a little festival and we cannot communicate properly... ought to sleep it over and make tomorrow a
beautiful day, this is really my art, craft a day like a poem!

I woke up that at last the day was really beautiful and got my hands right away busy updating my project and even already finding a nice system to add calligraphy (a real Chinese now!) to one
part of the project. As I went out running I felt a great urge to get a bike and go out. I thus went back home and guess... I found three bikes on sale here in the town of Södertälje. I immediately
called the guy and got there (I did attempt before but not really any luck) and got myself there in the heat of the Swedish summer (a very tolerable one). I ate some different kind of cherries from
the trees and a very nice Swed in a shop (unusually nice), showed me a path through the forest to reach this wierd guy living with his tattooed father in an apartment. They were most nice and
very eager to get the money and the bikes were really amazing. I still cannot understand what got them to sell such aluminum speed, city and mountain bike for so little. I thought they could be
nice for August, me and particularly Myrthe who is coming next week. I spent the afternoon fixing up the city bike I took for myself. I hope that I can turn that into a touring bike sooner or later.
As I was getting myself some more bike equipment (I left all I had to Liselott), I saw very weird events in tow like an Orthodox priest, and a band singing religious songs and many drunks. I thus
spent sometime spying and photographing them for my essays. Now I am home with my camera already filled with images of objects... tomorrow more biking!

I woke up again at 6, very regularly but with no dreams, possibly as I am still readjusting but then I am leaving again in a week... or maybe it is the intense amount of work, and today it was no
less. Actually even I woke up and started working directly, postponing my project update till later. I did manage, working like a beast through the day. to put up the entire wall which provides an
independent entrance to the rest of the apartment, this in case one day I will rent it and confine myself in my studio alone (I am very intrigued by this idea). It is like working at a sculpture or
better at my own tomb, my requiem in a way and this what possibly my entire project is about. The smell of the paint and plaster got my head a bit dizzy, or maybe it was the one hour
conversation with Myrthe but she was really sweet... too bad I could not touch her through the monitor. Almost in the end of the afternoon I took my new bike and went like an arrow down town.
I really perfected it! The shops were however all closed and it was unusually empty (the perfect scenario to film public spaces). I sat by the water and read still McLuhan, this as being part of my
academic work. Now I am home, the wind turned the summer day really coolish and probably no more real summer will be here until next year, what a prospect to live here up north, particularly
for all the Arabs and Africans. I will be scanning more of my drawings now and possibly watch some more Pasolini or alike...

I woke up today that I wanted to be clean and make it nice and healthy after yesternight I felt so frustrated that I had more scanning of drawings to do (more than 200 ) that I masturbated to get
off a bit of the stress. Meantime I also watched allot of Pasolini interviews and heard the reading of his essays, found him appealing and quite close to me in that we both side with the small folk,
the suburbs and people with still something to say. I also loved is critical and independent approach of free thinker with both parties and the fact that he did consider religion and these values.
Anyway I wonder what would have happened if he did have a bike like me today. I have tried to reach Jacek and Brett in town with my bike on the commuter but there were problems on the
railroad and ended up biking quite many kilometers through the nice landscape pierced with lakes. With Jacek and Brett also we did quite a nice tour ending up in the park where I used to take
one year old August to look at the small sheep. We then had an expensive ice cream together and I got back my fluency, sometime feeling that my language is a bit blocked, maybe from all the
time I spend alone. I talked continuously and gave them both good advices (Brett also wants to follow her writer vocation). Jacek might want to help me to find a plummer from Poland so that I
keep up my project of sneaking a simple facility to pee, pooh and get water in my room, this so that I can rent out my apartment if something happens like me loosing my job.... survival strategies
but I have little of no securities. On my way home with the commuter now, I hope to have good dreams, slowly I am realizing my dream more or less, becoming young and filled with projects
again, this also because of my income but I am most careful...

Another super hardcore working day, waking up rather soft after all yesterday biking and then doing the laundry and off to town to buy the last things I thought I needed to finish the apartment
dividing wall. In the end I also left my bike to mount a lock and these things I might need if I will be doing some touring one day as I used to. I look forward to that actually although the whole
thing was a bit pricy and I did not manage really to repair Myrthe's bike still as the wheels where way to expensive. At home I started again the wall construction filling holes with latex and using
plaster on fiberglass tape. I became a bit of an artist in this respect, not really eating and just focusing on it, ending up using my hands and having to go to the expensive paint shop nearby to get
more material. I ought to eat something now and eventually tomorrow I am sort of done with this enterprise of mine, feeling again almost that I am building my own grave, a place where I can at
least survive if worst will come to worst, but in a way there is also something within me which wishes such a poetic life style, living in a single room and with just the necessary money. All this
salary money only turn anyone into bourgeoisies, and I now understand the meaning of it, having something to do really with this monthly security and loss of the sensibility one has in a state of
more precariety, when providence really matter.

Again a day of work, first getting all the remaining latex for the wall and filling it in before August came over shortly for lunch as his mother had some commissions to do. With him I went to
town to get out some money for a back up camera I got rather cheaply, just in case! Today I got my tax money back as a coincidence, since I was worry I was going to buy too much, particularly
for the bikes since here the wheels are so freaking expensive (in Italy I did managed to change it for a fifth of the price!). I did not spend the money so well however in getting some used wheels
on the other side of town as I was told the wrong size from the guy I bought it for, damn him! Anyway, now at least the wall is rather complete... Myrthe meantime is chatting with me, still allot
of cleaning to be done and few hours before her arrival!

I woke up and did my project update then kept washing the apartment floors. It turned out quite nice in fact and I no longer feel embarrassed of keeping the door open and showing the weird
interior I have constructed. I then took a rented car from the gas station nearby and went to pick Myrthe at the airport down south in Nyköping. There was a bit of a rain but we improvised
through a nice road in the country and ended up in something called the silent mountain with a nice church. From there we walked in an half exploited forest and made love, coming really
quickly. Now that I think of it it was quite magic, silver magic with the overcast above us. Later we stopped at a mansion by the water, ate a shrimp sandwich and a carrot cake to then proceed
again to town and do, once again, heavy shopping. I have got a small reflex camera for my stepfather's sixtieth birthday and an hard disk I can update wirelessly. We then went to the second hand
shop across the bridge. Myrthe liked it allot and I seconded her getting all the carpets I need for the apartment, this after Lamin has screwed up quite a bit of them. We made love again at home,
getting quite low in mood but being all very poetic. Now to bed since we both slept very little!

The weather here has been a bit depressing, starting the day again quite in a workaholic mood, dropping the car at the gas station, trying again to fix Myrthe's bike with no avail and then eating
breakfast with her and set off to the city, walking there and getting a few things to repair the tires but eventually ending up walking all the way to the second hand store which she likes allot.
There we got a few cups and a chair for me on which I am now seating, good and cheap stuff in fact and I realize the shop is run by a church. Funny enough Myrthe also found a book of Marina
Abramovich, the walk she took as her ending piece with her boyfriend starting each at every end of the Chinese wall and meeting in the middle... it was autographed! Later we went home and did
some bicycle renovation but it started raining and we made ice love in the floor of my room falling asleep and now she is preparing food while Vivaldi is playing in the background. Meantime
also my Archive is all being backed up on a server I bought yesterday, this to update it remotely to the shelf in my room dedicated to it.

I woke up rather early again and did my project update before waking up Myrthe and rushing into town where I got yrt anther used camera (this time for my videos of public spaces). Later we
went over to Jacek and Brett for a salad and continue with them walking across town where the latter still work for some time (they both managed good works in important institutions but are
sort of going back to cultural studies). With Myrthe alone we made it over the island of Djursholm but it was a bit gray and oppressive the weather. After a small sandwich in the Rose Garden we
went back to town and start having really a nice time particularly after some Thai a bit tasteless food offered by her. The sky also opened up and again fell much in love in the little island of
Skepsholm prior going into the Modern Museum of Art which she rally liked. At last we were back with Jacek and Brett to watch a purely entertaining Tarantino bloody movie and now home
before some houses of sleep and our flight to my native Asiago tomorrow...

Not so much sleeping today, waking up and going to the airport via public transport with Myrthe, checking in the little luggage (one suitcase for the three of us) and picking August from Liselott
out of the terminal. We were fine together and even met a nice couple, a German artist, quite a womanizer in his sixties and his current companion, a Venetian art historian. Meeting 
was very precious despite hearing from August that Liselot does not wish him to go to Italy with me anymore. We ate a pizza in Vicenza, the weather being most lovely with a most blue sky and
radiant weather and  being at most easy with both August and Myrthe who she seems to like allot. We then got our own car to drive up in Asiago, my native highland. The hills were
most beautiful and I got really moved to surprise my native town from above, really enchanting. We got settled in a neighbor's apartment, her husband being dead. We then walked down to town
and met several acquaintances to which I had to present my ''new wife''. Now Myrthe is resting in the grass where I used to run after the butterflies when I was little and August is jumping in the
very inflatable mattress where a year ago I used to take him with his mother. Tonight  my old friend Francesco and the Saint Lorenz falling stars, revival of magical experiences all
belonging to another past.

At the end of the day I feel good. The beginning was also good, driving over the boarder with Trentino, the old Austrian boarder from which my ancestors where smuggling tobacco and other
goods, then making it to the Spitz, or at least to the parking lot of the passo from where many a times I started my hikes with my friends and also with August both in past summers and winters.
This time, and for the first one August went on his own. It was Myrthe and I with him and we stopped at a Malga to buy some home made cheese to then proceed to the actual mountain, walking
on its ridge and film instances of it, composing a small narration of our walking, as cinema is in fact an extension of the wheel which is the extension of the foot. Up it was nice, the view, but
then for a little accident August got quite grumpy at Myrthe and that compromised the middle of the day. To break the whole tension I drove to Lavarone lake and we all swam like real
barbarians, the Italian tourists being most off the water and reserved. From then on the situation got better and we bought quite some food at the supermarket (expensive indeed), to then move on
home and be quite a little family again. Now I also make it a point to have August to call Liselott every day, treating every one really well and without much of a tragedy.

I woke up a bit late having dreamed again very little, or possibly allot with August waking me up in the middle of the night. We then ate breakfast and I did not for once updated my project but
looked forward to some biking particularly down to my father's village. It went fine with August really not used to mountain biking. We reached the old railway road and got quite far but then the
up hill came and there Augusy stopped and like a mule did not wish to continue making life quite miserable. We later ate a sandwich and it was amazing to see how many Frigo were mentioned
on the obiquatory and even in the war museum we visited.  picked August and I biked with Myrthe home through the forest, almost making an entire ''rogazione'', a round trip of this
little world. We had Francesco, my high school best friend and his family here for dinner, very lovely time playing cards and joking.

I am seating in the large kitchen of our rented apartment, the sun is setting and I can view the entire highland with its church bells channeled in the beautiful or as they say here "laughing"
valleys. A parachute is gently coming down the golden sky, really amazing fascinating technology this, all the flying and motor free devices that high technology research has developed.
Unfortunately the trend is not determined by these noble few soles going on such spiritual altitudes but by the mass and its mass media in which I am now entangled with in my studies... noble
media then is what I am seeking for and go to hell all this democratic and scientific way of "research". August and Myrthe are running after one another in the kitchen, not much concentration for
me but who cares, life and its ties are worth keeping up, this is what I have learned, at least after breaking up with  Sometime it feels that the work is taking the upper hand of me, the
social enslavement is and the only way really to get out of it is to keep up my own self-enslavement. I actually got a bit down with it these days, forgetting my pouch with my video camera and
the phone for my notes back home. We were to meet Francesco, Elena and little Gemma. We did in fact, driving with expensive car up the dusty roads going quite high, just below the
imposing Portule mountain. I have been really soft, only doing things for the kid, like walking half way along the mountain with also Asia, the little Japanese dog of  and then make it




